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Executive Summary

This technical report outlines a preliminary investigation of four

alternative floor systems.  Simplified design calculations and product 

catalogs were utilized in developing adequate systems for the required 

design loads.  All floor systems were designed for a typical bay of size 

20’x30’. After reasonable systems were designed, they were compared 

against each other in such categories as weight, depth, ease of 

construction, construction time, vibration damping potential, foundation 

impact, and lateral force distribution.  Vertical members were not part of 

the preliminary analysis, but were still considered in the overall system 

comparison.  

The following floor systems were analyzed:

Existing System: Composite Deck w/ Composite Members

Alternative System #1: Composite Deck w/ Open-Web Joists

Alternative System #2: Two-Way Concrete Waffle Slab

Alternative System #3: One-Way Concrete Pan Joist System

Alternative System #4: Precast Hollow-Core Plank on Steel Frame

Preliminary analyses determined that only the Precast Hollow Core Plank 

(#4) system merits future in-depth analysis as a true alternative to the 

existing composite.  This alternative was chosen primarily on the basis of 

overall depths and system weights that were similar to or less than the 

existing system.  It did not prove as efficient as the existing system over 

all the categories, but Alternative System #4 was the most promising.
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Building Design Loads

The building design loads were originally attained using the International Building Code 
(IBC), 2000 edition.  The service loads for this report have been taken from the Structural 
General Notes of the design drawings.

Live Loads
Offices 50 psf + 20psf partitions
Laboratories 60 psf (use 70psf)
Public Spaces, Exit Corridors, 
Stairs, and Lobbies

100 psf

Dead Loads
Mechanical/Ceiling 10 psf
Carpet/Miscellaneous 5 psf
Superimposed 40 psf

Total Service Load: 70 + 55 = 125 psf

Total Factored Load: 1.2(55) + 1.6(70) = 178 psf

Typical Floor Bay

The structural framing system of the building is divided into bays of a myriad of sizes 
and types (see figure below).  However, in general the floor system seems to be focused 
on a 20’x30’ module with a majority of the bays sized within two feet of either 
dimension.  For the purpose of this report I will focus on a 20’x30’ bay size for my 
alternative systems.
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Alternative Floor System Comparison

Existing System – Composite Slab & WF Members
The existing system is composite utilizing composite concrete deck bearing on composite 
wide-flange steel members.  Normal weight concrete (145 pcf) is selected in lieu of 
lightweight concrete for its weight in vibration reduction.

Design Aids
LRFD Manual, 3rd Edition
USD 

Design Loads
Live Load: 70 psf
Dead Load: 55 psf
1.6LL + 1.2DL = 178 psf

Span Length: 30’

System Description
Slab: 6 ½” (4 ½” cover) NWC (150pcf) f’c = 3500 psi
Deck: USD 2” B-LOK 18-gage
Shear Studs: ¾” diameter, 4 ½” long headed
Beams: A992 composite W16x26 (16), cambered 1”
Girders: A992 W18x40

Total System Weight: 73.6 psf
Total System Depth: 24.4”

Pros & Cons
§ Composite floor systems are extremely versatile.  The means and methods can be 

reproduced with relative ease and quickness.
§ The composite action allows for a reduction in slab thickness and steel member 

sizes, creating both a lighter-weight and a shallower system than the non-
composite alternative.  The light-weight nature of this system is important 
considering the shallow spread footings.  A heavier system would create a need 
for deeper and larger foundations, which would be difficult given the low
allowable soil bearing value.

§ The inherent stiffness of the composite system allows for better transmission of 
lateral loads and increased stability of the building.

§ In this particular case, the designer increased the weight of the slab to improve 
vibration resistance given the delicate nature of laboratory facilities. 
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Alternative Floor System Comparison

Alternative System #1 – Composite Slab & Open-Web Joists
This system attempts to use composite decking with closely spaced open-web steel joists.  
Open web joists should allow for a lighter floor system, reducing column and foundation 
loads.

Design Aids
USD Catalog #303-16, 2002
New Columbia Joist Company Catalog, 2002

Design Service Loads
Live Load: 70 psf
Dead Load: 55 psf
Total Load: 125 psf

Span Length: 30’

Design Results
Slab: 4” (2 ½” cover) NWC (145pcf) f’c = 3000 psi
Deck: USD 1 ½” B-LOK 22-gage
Joists: 20LH08 spaced 4’-0” o.c.
Girders: A992 W18x40 (same)

Total System Weight: 45.3 psf
Total System Depth: 24”

Pros & Cons
§ When designed for depth efficiency, this system can be made very lightweight, 

drastically reducing the loads on the columns and the foundations.  This particular 
system is nearly 40% lighter than the existing composite system.

§ Construction time can be streamlined as the erection of this system is highly 
repetitive given a regular arrangement.  However, the increased number of 
members will require more crane picks.

§ Mechanical ductwork can be integrated through the open spaces in the webs, 
reducing the necessary plenum space.

§ The major disadvantage of this system deals with vibration issues.  Such a 
lightweight system will be highly susceptible to vibration issues, which are very 
undesirable given the intended use of the spaces.
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Alternative Floor System Comparison

Alternative System #2 – Two Way Waffle Slab System
This alternative will utilize a two-way waffle slab system.  The typical bay size is 
20’x30’ for an acceptable l1/l2 ratio of 1.5.  For the purpose of this report, the waffle slab 
will conservatively be designed for a 30’x30’ bay.

Design Aids
CRSI Handbook 

Design Loads
Live Load: 70psf
Dead Load: 55psf
1.6LL + 1.2 DL: 178 psf

Bay Size: 30’x30’

Design Results
f’c = 4 ksi,  Grade 60 Bars
Voids: 30” x 30”
Ribs: 6” wide x 14” deep
Total Slab Depth: 4.5”
Steel: 2.83 psf

(See Appendix C for complete reinforcing steel design.)
Factored Allowable Load = 200 psf > 178 psf

Total System Weight: 137 psf
Total System Depth: 18.5”

Pros & Cons
§ Two-way flat plate systems can be quite fast and efficient when similar forms can 

be re-used and replicated multiple times.  However, in general all-concrete 
superstructures typically have a longer construction period given the curing time 
requirements of the supporting members.

§ A major advantage of this system is its vibration-damping properties that are very 
desirable for laboratory spaces. 

§ The extra weight of the all-concrete system would require larger columns and 
foundations, while also increasing the seismic load on the building.

§ Another advantage of this system is its reduced depth, thereby increasing plenum 
space or decreasing the height requirements of the structure.  A height change 
could improve the foundation and seismic requirements.
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Alternative Floor System Comparison

Alternative System #3 – One Way Pan Joist System
This system utilizes one-way pan joists and concrete beams for an entirely cast-in-place 
concrete structure.

Design Aids
CRSI Handbook 

Design Loads
Live Load: 70psf
Dead Load: 55psf
1.6LL + 1.2 DL: 178 psf

Span Length
Pan Joists: 20’
Girder: 30’

Design Results
f’C = 4 ksi,  Grade 60 Bars
Slab Depth: 4”
Pan Joists: 30” Form + 6” Rib @36” o.c.

Interior Span
Factored Usable Load: 218 psf > 178 psf

Exterior Span
Factored Usable Load: 228 psf > 178 psf

Girder: (b x h) = 26” x 18”
wU, ALLOW = 6.7 klf > wU, DESIGN = 5.76 klf

(See Appendix D for complete reinforcing steel design.)

Total System Weight: 108 psf
Total System Depth: 26”

Pros & Cons
§ Pan-joist construction can be quite fast and efficient when similar forms can be 

re-used and replicated multiple times.  However, in general all-concrete 
superstructures typically have a longer construction period given the curing time 
requirements of the supporting members.

§ A major advantage of this system is its vibration-damping properties that are very 
desirable for laboratory spaces. 

§ The extra weight of the all-concrete system would require larger columns and 
foundations, while also increasing the seismic load on the building.

§ A further disadvantage of this system is the increased depth, thereby reducing 
plenum space or increasing the height of the structure.  A height change would 
adversely affect the foundation design and seismic loads.
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Alternative Floor System Comparison

Alternative System #4 – Hollow Core Precast Plank
This system utilizes hollow core precast planks with a 2” topping bearing on a wide 
flange steel frame.  Lightweight concrete is used for the system to obtain a total system 
weight similar to that of the existing system.

Design Aids
PCI Design Handbook, 5th Edition
LRFD Manual, 3rd Edition

Service Loads
Live Load: 70 psf
Dead Load: 55 psf
Total Load: 125 psf

Span Length: 30’

Design Results
Plank: 4’-0” x 8” Hollow Core  (30’ span)
Topping: 2” Lightweight Concrete
Strand Designation: 78-S

Allowable Service Loads: 149 psf > 125 psf
Supporting Members: A992  W16x100 (20’ span)

I = 1490 in4 > IREQ’D = 1450 in4

•Mn = 746 k-ft > Mu = 389 k-ft
•Vn = 269 k > Vu = 78 k

Total System Weight: 71.3 psf
Total System Depth: 27”

Pros & Cons
§ Precast plank systems are extremely quick and easy to erect. The effects of 

inclement weather do not affect the erection of precast planks like they would 
cast-in-place concrete systems.

§ Plank systems have substantial mass to provide good vibration damping.  But, if 
the difference in weight with the existing system is substantial enough, the 
existing foundations would not be adequate.

§ One disadvantage of precast planks is their decreased ability to transfer lateral 
loads to the supporting columns.

§ Another advantage of precast planks is their good acoustical performance and 
their natural fire rating.
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System Comparisons

The alternative systems will be compared with the existing system and each other in the table below.  The categories for comparison 
have been limited to system depth, system weight, vibration damping potential, relative construction time, relative ease of 
construction, lateral force distribution performance, and foundation impact.  A scale of 1 to 5 will be used to compare the systems, 
with 3 approximate to the existing system.

Total
Depth

System 
Weight

Vibration 
Damping

(2x)

Construction 
Time

Ease of 
Construction

Lateral 
Distribution 
Performance

Foundation 
Impact

(2x)

Sum of 
Ratings

Existing
Comp. WF

3 3 6 3 3 3 6 27

#1
Bar Joists

3 1 10 4 4 3 4 28

#2
Waffle Slab

2 5 4 5 4 2 10 34

#3
Pan Joists

3 5 4 5 3 2 10 32

#4
Planks

3 3 6 2 2 4 6 27

Much 
Better Than 

Existing
1

Somewhat 
Better Than 

Existing
2

Equal to 
Existing

3

Somewhat 
Worse Than 

Existing
4

Much Worse 
Than 

Existing
5
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Conclusions
I decided to double count the vibration damping potential and the 

foundation impact in my analysis due to their extreme importance in this 

structure.  The building site contains pinnacled limestone in the sub-

grade, which lead the geotechnical engineers to limit the allowable soil 

bearing pressure to 3000 pounds per square foot (psf). This realization all 

but eliminates the heavy all-concrete structural systems.  The building 

contains numerous vibration sensitive laboratory spaces.  The mass of the 

existing system had to be increased by the use of normal weight concrete 

in order to meet the desired vibration limitations.  When these factors are 

considered, it is fairly evident that the existing system has been carefully 

engineered to meet the delicate balance that is required of this structure.

 

Based on the comparison chart on the previous page, I would only 

consider the precast hollow-core plank system (Alternative #4) for 

further investigation.  In the head-to-head comparison, this system 

outperformed the existing system overall.  The original structural 

engineers discounted this system due to its increased depth and weight, 

but my analysis has shown that it can be fairly close in size to the existing 

composite system.

The open-web joist system (Alternative #1) was discounted due to its 

inherent similarity to the existing system and its extremely poor vibration 

damping potential.  It did not score badly in comparison, but I do not feel it 

is unique enough to truly merit further investigation.  Any attempt to add 

mass to the system would certainly create a large difference in overall 

system depth.

A post-tensioned slab system also seemed to have potential as an 

alternative.  In principle, post-tensioned slabs can be lighter and thinner 

than conventional slab.  These features would have made this another 

potentially viable alternative.  However, due to my limited experience with 

this system, I decided not to pursue it.  But, I still believe it merits 

mentioning as another possibility.
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Appendix

Appendix Description

A Existing Framing Plan

B Alternative #1: Open Web Joists w/ Composite Deck

C Alternative #2: Two-Way Flat Slab

D Alternative #3: One-Way Pan Joist

E Alternative #4: Precast Hollow-Core Plank
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